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ABOUT

Suntop® is a company with more than 20 years of experience in the 4x4 market and soft top industry. Our mission is
to produce easy, reliable, affordable and beautiful tops and
accessories for off road vehicles. We have a unique point of
view: Because WE LIVE IT. We are the first users of our products and we test them in extreme conditions. This means
that we use all our expertise, passion and new technology
to meet the strongest requirements, studying and creating
new products and solutions for your 4x4.
Suntop® is a registered trademark. Jeep® is a registered trademark of FCA US LLC. Suzuki® is a registered trademark of Suzuki Motors Company.
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ULTIMATE CONCEPT
TOP & HARDWARE

FASTBACK WINDOWS

FASTBACK TOP

1 TOP
2 DESIGNS
2 COLORS AVAILABLE
Black Diamond

Deep sand

PERFECT FEATURES
CARGO-TOP
All weather protection

Durable construction

Easy installation

Ultimate concept

CARGO WINDOWS
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JEEP

CONFIGURATIONS
FASTBACK

FULL CLOSE

BACK WINDOW OPEN

OPEN TOP

OPEN WINDOWS

FULL OPEN

CARGO

FULL CLOSE

BACK WINDOW OPEN

OPEN CARGO

OPEN WINDOWS

OPEN TOP

FULL OPEN

JEEP
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ROOMERANG
FUNCTION IN DESIGN
Suntop® ROOMERANG is the “hardware non-hardware” that
completes the design for our Ultimate tops for the Wrangler
JL. It gives the top the perfect design, more loading volume,
and a slight increase in length, adding just enough protection from the sun when it’s really beating down!

STANDARD BOWLESS TOP
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Suntop® Roomerang

AND DESIGN IS THE RESULT OF AN EVOLUTION OF IDEAS
THAT TAKES SHAPE.

STANDARD BOWLESS TOP
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JL heat extractor

The ROOMERANG gets its shape from the heat extractor
that is just behind the front fenders on the new JL. When we
first saw it, we knew that it was the perfect shape to provide
the added length we were looking for, while perfectly complimenting the lines of the Jeep.

JEEP

GOOD IDEAS COME FROM NECESSITY
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JL FASTBACK U2
SUNTOP Ultimate system + Suntop® ROOMERANG
®
Concept (Patent Pending) = SUNTOP Ultimate JL top.
The new top for your Wrangler JL.
®

Our Ultimate Top JL2 Fastback is a bowless top, supplied
with a windshield bar and door surrounds. Roof and windows
come separately, so you can have 5 different configurations
of your top; from fully open to completely closed.
The roof can be rolled up on the top of your windshield, secured by two latches, leaving your trunk free for your luggage. Very easy to open and to close. Made of waterproof
premium sailcloth. Tinted, scratch-resistant DOT approved
windows are completely hardware-free and can be folded
taking up little space.

JL Fastback U2
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Black Diamond

All weather protection

Durable construction

JEEP

Available colors
Deep sand

Easy installation

CAUTION: to make one complete top you need two items:
1)Top (including hardware, nothing else is required); 2) Fastback windows.

Roomerang

JEEP
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JL FASTBACK U4
SUNTOP Ultimate system + Suntop® ROOMERANG
®
Concept (Patent Pending) = SUNTOP Ultimate JL top.
The new top for your Wrangler JL.
®

JLU Fastback Top is a bowless top, supplied with a windshield bar and door surrounds. Roof and windows come separately, so you can have 5 different configurations of your
top; from fully open to completely closed. Made of waterproof premium sailcloth.
The roof can be rolled up on the top of your windshield, secured by two latches, leaving your trunk free for your luggage. Very easy to open and to close. Tinted, scratch-resistant DOT approved windows are completely hardware-free
and can be folded taking up little space.

JL Fastback U4
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Black Diamond

All weather protection

Durable construction

JEEP

Available colors
Deep sand

Easy installation

CAUTION: to make one complete top you need two items:
1)Top (including hardware, nothing else is required); 2) Fastback windows.

Roomerang

JEEP
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JL CARGO U2
What made us famous.
®
SUNTOP CARGO TOP U2 is unique, it is a completely
closed top to protect you from the elements. Rain, wind
and dust proof. A frameless fit on the standard Ultimate top
hardware, without hard parts except for one bar that keeps
everything perfectly in shape.
The roof can be rolled up on the top of your windshield, secured by two latches, leaving your trunk free for your luggage. There is a large, DOT approved tinted window for perfect vision. The vertical shield or the tonneau cover can be
opened separately. Roll cage covers are supplied in the kit.

JL Cargo U2
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Black Diamond

All weather protection

Durable construction

JEEP

Available colors
Deep sand

Easy installation

CAUTION: to make one complete top you need two items:
1)Top (including hardware, nothing else is required); 2) Cargo windows.

Roomerang

JEEP
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JL CARGO U4
A worldwide success for a unique design.
®
SUNTOP CARGO TOP U4 has the sporty look you are looking for. Completely closed to protect you from the elements.
Rain, wind and dust proof. A frameless fit on the standard
Ultimate top hardware, without hard parts except for one
bar that keeps everything perfectly in shape. The roof can
be rolled up on the top of your windshield, secured by two
latches, leaving your trunk free for your luggage. Made of
waterproof premium sailcloth. There is a large, DOT approved tinted window for perfect vision. In the 4 door JL, the
top can be used with or without rear safety belts. The vertical shield or the tonneau cover can be opened separately.
Roll cage covers are supplied in the kit.

JL Cargo U4
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Black Diamond

All weather protection

Durable construction

JEEP

Available colors
Deep sand

Easy installation

CAUTION: to make one complete top you need two items:
1)Top (including hardware, nothing else is required); 2) Cargo windows.

Roomerang

HAVING A JEEP® IS A LIFESTYLE
The emotions and energy of open rides, nature and passion.
It’s not just having a car, it’s about driving towards your
freedom on a great road. Having an Ultimate Suntop® top
gives you that open ride feeling in seconds. Keep the roof
on and remove the windows or vice versa. You don’t need
to store the roof because it rolls ups neatly. Windows are
hardware-free and compact, taking up minimal space
once removed. Choose your favourite window: Fastback or
CargoTop. Or maybe both. There are no limits when you ride
with an Ultimate Suntop® Top!
Ultimate Suntop® Top includes: Complete Hardware,
Windshield Bar, Roof Top, Fastback OR Cargo window.

JEEP
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JK FASTBACK U2

The coolest shape in a bowless top.
Fit it properly and it will be a “second skin” on your Wrangler! Thanks
to SUNTOP® Ultimate system, it’s so
easy to open and to close. Available for
2 and 4 door JK. Our Ultimate Top is
bowless, supplied with a windshield
bar and door surrounds. Roof and windows run separately, so you can have
5 different configurations of your top;
from fully open to completely closed.

U2 & U4
Available colors
JK Fastback U2

Deep sand

Black Diamond

The roof can be rolled up on the top of
your windshield, secured by two latches, leaving your trunk free for your
luggage. Made of waterproof premium sailcloth. Tinted, scratch-resistant
DOT approved windows are completely
hardware-free and can be folded taking up little space. Fastback design
gives a different look to the Unlimited
“long body”. Belt loops on the 4 door
rear window give your Jeep a rugged,
military look.

CAUTION: to make one complete top you need two items:
1)Top (including hardware, nothing else is required); 2) Fastback windows.

All weather protection

Durable construction

Easy installation

JK Fastback U4

JEEP

JK FASTBACK U4
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JK CARGO U2
A new era in soft tops! SUNTOP® CARGO TOP U2 and U4 have the sporty look
you are looking for. Completely closed
to protect you from the elements. Rain,
wind and dust proof. A frameless fit on
the standard Ultimate top hardware,
without hard parts except for one bar
that keeps everything perfectly in
shape. The roof can be rolled up on
the top of your windshield, secured by

U2 & U4
Available colors
JK Cargo U2

Deep sand

Black Diamond

two latches, leaving your trunk free for
your luggage. Made of waterproof premium sailcloth. There is a large, DOT
approved tinted window for perfect
vision. In the 4 door JK, the top can be
used with or without rear safety belts.
The vertical shield or the tonneau cover can be opened separately. Roll cage
covers are supplied in the kit.

CAUTION: to make one complete top you need two items:
1)Top (including hardware, nothing else is required); 2) Cargo windows.

All weather protection

Durable construction

Easy installation

JK Cargo U4

JEEP

JK CARGO U4
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JK TRUCKTOP U4
No conversion, no modification, a window kit with panels that transforms
your JKU Suntop® Ultimate into a completely new concept.
Like the Cargo windows, the Suntop®
TruckTop can be opened separately to
have a full tonneau cover with open
windows or a free loading area. Can be
fitted with or without rear seats (must
be folded). New accessories and racks
will come soon.

Available color
JK Trucktop U4

Black Diamond

All weather protection

Durable construction

Easy installation

The Gladiator is a Jeep® 100%. There is no reason
to have limits when you want to enjoy the sun and
the open air feeling. Our Gladiator top gives you
the same versatility of our Ultimate system. You
can open the top, the windows, or both. Simple and
easy. Without hardware to fold or bulky parts to
store in the car. The design is extremely clean and
will fit on every kind of build.

Available color
Black Diamond

All weather protection

Durable construction

Easy installation

Gladiator TOP

JEEP

GLADIATOR TOP
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TJ FASTBACK U2
It’s a Suntop® Top, and this matters.
Opens easyly and closes fast. Two separate parts for four different settings,
from full open to completely closed. No
hardware, durable vinyl coated marine
grade fabric, and the famous high visibility Suntop® smoked windows make
this top the best choice, not just for off
road enthusiasts. Fit it on OEM door
surrounds and windshield channel. The
perfect way to freedom!

CAUTION: to make one complete top you need two items:
1)Top (including hardware, nothing else is required); 2) Fastback windows.

Fastback & Cargo
Available color

TJ Fastback U2

Black Diamond

Not just an option. Our Cargo Top TJ
is a complete close top that trasforms
your Jeep, leaving you all the protection of a closed top and all the space
for your seats. It has no frame or hard
parts except for one bar that keeps
everything perfectly in shape. Fits on
OEM door surrounds and can be used
with every bikini you have. Perfectly
matches with the upper part of our
Ultimate top.

All weather protection

Durable construction

Easy installation

TJ Cargo U2

JEEP

TJ CARGO U2
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JL CARGO RACK
SUNTOP CARGO RACK JL fits on
Wrangler JL 2 or 4 door and is the
solution for extra load. Loading bars
are made of 100% aluminum alloy for
lightness and strength. Threaded plate
nuts slide in the profile allowing you to
fasten almost anything. No modifications required, it fits on standard fixing
points, creating two different loading
areas. Side brackets and front plate
are made of strong steel to fix firmly
to the rack. Different accessories are
available to carry all your off road gear.
Space problems? Solved.
®

Different accessories are available to carry all your off road gear.
Check thesuntop.com for latest listings.

Cargorack JL

SUNTOP CARGO RACK JK for your
Wrangler JK 2 or 4 door is the solution for extra load. The rack is made
of 100% aluminum alloy for lightness
and strength. Threaded plate nuts slide
in the profile allowing you to fasten
almost anything. No modifications required, it fits on standard fixing points,
creating two different loading areas.
Side brackets and front plate are made
of strong steel to fix firmly to the rack.
Different accessories are available to
carry all your off road gear.
Space problems? Solved.
®

Different accessories are available to carry all your off road gear.
Check thesuntop.com for latest listings.

Cargorack JK

JEEP ACCESSORIES

JK CARGO RACK
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JL & JK TAILMESA
The revolutionary tailgate table.
Thin when closed 3,3 cm ( 1.3” ). It
opens to two big shelves for extra
space once you open the tailgate.
Made of strong, powder coated black
steel, it is built to last and to resist
any kind of weather condition. It’s also
easy to clean. The upper shelf can be
opened and used as a windscreen for
®
cooking. SUNTOP TAILMESA fits on
standard holes on the Wrangler JK,
no drilling or modification required.
On the Wrangler JL only two holes
are necessary in the plastic cover. A
hidden plate fix it firmly to the tailgate.

Tailmesa JK

FOLDED:
64 x 30 x 3,3 cm
25,2 x 11,8 x 1,3 in

OPEN:
64 x 30 x 32 cm
25,2 x 11,8 x 12,6 in

Tailmesa JL

JEEP ACCESSORIES
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SPIDER TIRE CARRIER
A spare tire on the tailgate is an off
road disaster waiting to happen!
®
With the SUNTOP SPIDER you can
move it over to the trunk. It’s a tubular
frame with a central plate made to
hold any size tire from 31” to 37”.
®
The tire can be fixed with the SUNTOP
Diamond Belt, a special 3 side belt
expressly designed for this use.
Fits on 2 doors JK.

Spider tire carrier

JEEP
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ROOF TENT

We took the good and we made the
best. Our foldable roof top tent Expedition II is the results of years of overlanding, tests and nights spent in the
worst condition or on the best holidays.
Our new version has curved roof poles
to improve interior room and avoid
water pooling on the roof. This shape
also gives better tension to fabric and
a lower wind resistance. It combines
lightness and strenght, main tent body
is completely made of Ripstop fabric
and the top-roof is in Nylon for double
protection from water and good heat
insulation. Four windows and openings
on all sides provide great ventilation
and allow for perfect climate inside.
All windows have mosquito nets with a
double zipper for an independent opening. It’s supplied with an optional annex
that also has four openings.

OPEN:
143 x 312 x 122 cm
56,3 x 122,8 x 48 in
It has a full black pvc cover with straps that
prevent it from banging at speed. It weighs 48
kg ready to install. Supplied with two alu rails
and fixing plates to fit it on every rack or bar.

6 cm ( 2.4” ) high density mattress inside,
breathable and washable fabric. Full room inside thanks to the curved poles and the total
length. All windows allow a perfect ventilation.

Aluminum ladder supplied. It supports the tent
base and can be folded when tent is not in use,
leaving all the annex space free. Annex has a
black PVC floor that can be fixed by a zipper.

It is supplied with a 2.2 meter high (7’ 3” ) lower dressing room made with the same ripstop
fabric, waterproof, with two “doors” and two
windows zipper opened and with mosquito net.
It fixes to main tent body with a strong zipper.

48 kg

All weather protection

Durable construction

Easy installation

Fast opening & closing

Rooftent

UNIVERSAL ACCESSORIES

FOLDED:
143 x 122 x 34 cm
56,3 x 48 x 13,4 in
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TAILMESA

FOLDED:
64 x 30 x 3,3 cm
25,2 x 11,8 x 1,3 in

OPEN:
64 x 30 x 32 cm
25,2 x 11,8 x 12,6 in

Universal Tailmesa

The revolutionary tailgate table. Thin when closed 3,3 cm
(1.3” ). It opens to two big shelves for extra space once you
open the tailgate. Made of strong, powder coated black steel,
it is built to last and resist any kind of weather condition. It’s
also easy to clean. The upper shelf can be opened and used
®
as a windscreen for cooking. SUNTOP TAILMESA fits on
every car or van with vertical doors.

BAG:
90 x 12 x 12 cm
35,4 x 4,7 x 4,7 in
Suntop® CampCab is a privacy cabin ideal for your outdoor shower, as a changing room, or for your privacy in the camp. Stainless steel arms and support, and
adjustable nylon curtain. Can be fitted to all vehicle sizes from 160 to 240 cm.
No shocks, lockable hinges or parts that can be damage by vibration, but a simple
system that locks in position when opened. The curtain can be rolled in the bag
and fixed by a belt.

CURTAIN:
90 x 90 x 150 cm
35,4 x 35,4 x 59 in

Camp cab

UNIVERSAL ACCESSORIES

CAMP CAB
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WHEELAMIGO

Wheelamigo

Not only a trash bin but extra space for
your dirty and wet stuff. Fits on tires
from 32” to 39” and is fixed on spare
wheel with two tough belts. Easy to
clean with two draining holes in the
bottom. It is made of strong reinforced
PVC with Mesh pockets on sides and
front, and a reflective band for high
visibility. A “clean pocket” is under the
overlapping flap for your plastic bags
and little items. Four buckles on the
sides can reduce the volume and avoid
flapping or loose bag. Whether you are
a overlander, fisher, hunter, rider, off
roader, or just for your dog bowls, this
is the extra space that you need for all
your dirty and smelly stuff.
DIMENSIONS:
65 x 72 x 20 cm
25,6 x 28,3 x 7,9 in

OPEN:
56 x 45 x 20 cm
22 x 18 x 8 in

FOLDED:
70 x 24 x 4 cm
27,5 x 9,5 x 1,5 in
Boxbag

UNIVERSAL ACCESSORIES

Everytime we load up the car we think
of better solutions to carry all our stuff.
Different needs, different set-ups always change our trunk layout. SUN®
TOP Boxbag is the solution. Made
of strong heavy duty nylon fabric. It
works like a drawer with its front handle. It has reinforced sides that give it
a box shape and allows the use of all
the available space. Two corners have
hidden ventilation protected by fabric
that allow airflow to all the stuff inside,
reducing humidity. They can be folded
when not in use, taking up almost no
space. The inexpensive way to organize
your loading space.

BOXBAG
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SJ - SAMURAI STANDARD
Replacement Top for SJ/Samurai
Renew your car with the highest quality
fabric tops on the market. Replace a
standard top and fix on standard door
surrounds and channels. High visibility
clear windows.
All windows are DOT approved

SJ Standard

Available colors
White

Black Diamond

Military green

All weather protection

Durable construction

Replacement Top for VITARA/
SIDEKICK. Renew your car with the
highest quality fabric tops on the
market. Replace a standard top and
fix on standard door surrounds and
channels. High visibility clear windows.
All windows are DOT approved

Vitara Standard

Available colors
White

Black Diamond

All weather protection

Durable construction

SUZUKI

VITARA STANDARD
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SJ & VITARA BIKINI

SJ FASTBACK

SJ Fastback

Available colors
White

Black Diamond

SJ Bikini

Military green
(only fastback)

All weather protection

Vitara Bikini

Durable construction

Bikini

What’s in 3TOP Pack

Joint channel

Fastback

Three Tops in one:
Standard, Fastback, Bikini. A central
channel allows you to fix the tops separately and use them as independent
parts for different configurations. Best
quality waterproof marine grade fabric,
clear windows on standard and smoked
windows on the fastback.

Standard

Available colors
Black Diamond

All weather protection

Durable construction

SJ 3Top

JEEP
SUZUKI

SJ - SAMURAI 3TOP
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JIMNY ROOF RACK
Light and tough (only 12 kg) it fits
directly on standard original bolts. Its
low profile give good aerodynamics
and a clean design. There is a front
plate with holes for lights or special
fixing. No modification required.

Jimny roof rack

Suntop heavy duty roof rack for 2018
Suzuki Jimny. All supports are powder
coated steel with aluminum cross bars
that connect with a fast fixing system
using threaded inserts. The basic rack
can be extended with an extra rear
part for complete coverage of the roof.
CAPACITY: 70 kg

Extended rack

Extension
Rack

Jimny 2018 Roof rack

SUZUKI ACCESSORIES

JIMNY 2018 ROOF RACK
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®

SUNTOP made it happen!
Suntop products won the Global Media Award at SemaShow 2014 and 2019
We have been named “Best new part in the show” by various magazines.
We won an African Rallye with a Soft top JK unlimited.
We are the first company worldwide introducing a modular concept for Jeeps tops.

SUNTOP srl. Via Roma 39, 23855 Pescate, Italy | +39 0341 365985 | info@thesuntop.com | www.thesuntop.com
®

